UIUX DESIGN & DESIGN THINKING KIT
2020 FALL VISC 404
DESIGNING FOR SOCIAL INTERACTIONS
HANNAH PARK
VISC 404, Designing for Social Interactions, is an introductory class for UIUX

The Kit consists of three packets: For Your Physical Wellbeing, For Your

(user interface and user experience) design. Due to the COVID19 pandemic,

Mental Wellbeing, and For Your Design Wellbeing.

the course is offering 100% online in Fall 2020. Although the students are
able to adapt the online class well, some of the hands-on design exercises

For Your Physical Wellbeing packet contains a reusable cotton face mask

that provide interactive learning experiences to the students were no longer

and a nose wire. The masks were made and donated by Studio by Charlene,

accessible.

Canada. The donation was made to encourage the students to wear
protective masks responding to the current pandemic.

Funded by the Department of Design, the UIUX Design and Design Thinking
Kit (The Kit) was initiated. The Kit aims

For Your Mental Wellbeing packet contains snacks, stickers, a balloon, and

1. to facilitate an engaging and fun learning environment to the students,

a temporary tattoo, to cultivate a playful environment and ease the stress

2. to provide in-person class experiences to the students during the online

students may experience.

class sessions, and
3. to express warmhearted empathy and cheer to the students who are

For Your Design Wellbeing packet contains two mobile phone templates and

enduring this unprecedented time.

two smartwatch templates that students can use during the wireframing and
low fidelity prototyping phases for UIUX design projects. The packet also

The Kit was shipped to thirty-eight VISC 404 students who provided their

includes a small amount of acrylic paint for thumb zone study exercises.

mailing addresses. A digital copy of the contents from The Kit was shared

Lastly, templates for design thinking exercises, including persona, empathy

through Blackboard so students can download.

map, journey map, and wish list, were enclosed.

Overview

Materials were printed/cut using Cricut Maker

Packaged UIUX Design Kits

Printed templates for design thinking exercises

Fabric masks and nose wires were included.

Snacks, stickers, a temporary tatoo, and a
balloon were included.

Ready to be mailed!

We ‘unboxed’ the package together during a class!

Photos from the students

